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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a probabilistic system observed at successive random times. 
At each observation the system is found to be in one of a countable number 
of states and an action is taken. The probabilistic structure, given a particular 
action, is assumed known. With each state there is associated a cost depending 
on the state, on the time spent in that state, and on the action in effect. The 
problem is to chose a policy (or strategy) so as to minimize the long-run 
average cost. 
The problem with nonrandom, periodic observation times has been studied 
in Refs. [I], [2], and [3]. In Refs. [4] and [5] the case with finite state space 
has been partially analyzed. Recently Russell [6] has treated a particular 
example of the general problem by means of some specialized techniques. 
In Section 2 we shall formulate the problem precisely. Then we show 
(Section 3) that if a policy exists which is optimal in the class of deterministic 
stationary policies, then it is optimal over all policies. Section 4 is concerned 
with an alternative cost functional for which an asymptotic expression can be 
calculated. Next (Section 5) we consider the question of existence of optimal 
policies and an extension of Howard’s method of approximation in policy 
space. In the last section we apply the theory to Russell’s problem to obtain 
improved results. 
2. THE PROBLEM 
Our system is observed at successive random times T, , T1 , T2 ,..., called 
jump times. Let X, and A, denote the state and action taken at T,, , n = 
* This research was supported by the National Research Council of Canada under 
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0, I,... . Then X,, E Y = (0, l,...}, d, E cI;LIxn, where & is a Hausdorff space. 
We say that h, is a history up to time T, if 
h, = GK, 9 To, 4,; XI > Tl, 4; --* ; A, Tn ,4, 
and that h,’ is a partial history up to T, if 
h,’ = h,-, u {X, , T,}. 
The behavior of the system is governed by the following set of transition 
probabilities: 
We always assume that for each i, j E Y, a E &i , Pii(*, a) is a nondecreasing, 
right-continuous function of time with Pij(O-, a) = 0, xi”, Pij(m, a) = 1. 
A decision D(h,‘, .) given a partial history h,’ is a probability measure on 
the Bore1 subsets of &“, with D(h,‘, J&‘~~) = 1. We interpret D as 
D(h,‘, B) = Pr{rl, E B 1 h,‘}. 
A policy R is a sequence of decision {Dn}zcO where D, = D(h,‘, *). The 
collection of all such policies is called C. 
Under policy R and initial condition T,, = 0, X,, = i, we obtain a stochastic 
process {X, , T,} with transition probabilities 
WXn+l = j, Tn+l - T, < t I &‘I 
= 4,&, ha’, R) 
I 
= 
dXT8 
Px,& a) D(h,‘, da). 
(2-2) 
C’, the set of stationary policies, is the subset of C for whose elements 
D(hn’, .) = D(X, , *). In this case the resulting process {X, , T,} is a Markov 
renewal process with semi-Markov matrix 
&(t, R) = s,# Pij(t, a) D(i, da). 
For the definition and properties of such processes, also known as semi- 
Markov processes, see Ref. [7l. In connection with the Markov renewal 
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process generated by the semi-Markov matrix A(t), we say that the state j 
is conservatiwe if limn+co & A:;‘(t) = 0 for any t in [0, co], where Al;)(t) = 0 
for t < 0, and for t > 0 A:!)(t) = Sj,, 
Aj;+lJ(t) = c j’ A&s) A$)@ - s). 
d o- 
Here ai, is the Kronecker delta. We say j is recurrent (or transient) if it is 
recurrent (or transient) with respect to the Markov chain induced by A(a). 
Let C” denote the set of deterministic stationary policies, i.e., R E C” if 
R E C’ and for each i E Y, D(i, *) is a degenerate measure. Now R is specified 
by {ai : i E Y} where a, E SS?~ is the point of support of D(i, -). In this case 
A,&, R) = Pij(t, a,). 
We call the interval [T, , Z’,,,) the n-th cycle, and put ~~ = T,,, - T, . 
Also set N(t) = 12 if t is in the n-th cycle. 
Let L’(i, t, a) be the cost incurred if the system is in state i for time t and 
decision a is in effect (u E &). We assume L’(i, ., u) is real-valued and con- 
tinuous for t 2 0. Also let L”(i, i, a) be the cost of jumping from i to j under 
action a E 2zfi . With the notation t, A t, = min(t, , tz}, CLio xi = 0, 
&(f 1 X0 = i} = gi(f}, the total expected cost to time t under policy R with 
X0 = i(T, = 0) is given by 
N(t) N(t)-1 
vi& R) = 4’ ~UXn , U-n,, A t> - T, 9 &I + c ~“(Xn, Xn,, ,A) . 
?t=O n=o i 
(2.3) 
The total cost over the first K cycles is given by 
k-l 
1 CL'(Xn , Q-, , ha) +~"(Xn , -%a+, ,4x)] , (2.4) 
T&=0 I 
and the expected duration of the first k cycles is 
k-l 
T,(k, R) = Ef C 7, . I ! Tl=O (2.5) 
The problem is to choose R so as to minimize the long-run average cost 
liy yp vi@, W/T@, R), (2.6) --t 
or in some cases 
lim sup t-lVi(t, R). 
t-tm 
(2.7) 
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3. REDUCTION TO DETERMINISTIC STATIONARY DECISIONS 
We assume that we are working with cost criterion (2.6). In that case 
L”(i,j, a) can be taken to be zero without loss of generality, for 
k-l m 
= &iR c 1 L"(-Kz , j, 4 &,@9 4) 
n=O j=o I 
Now if L,‘(i, t, a) = L’(i, t, a) + Li(i, a), then 
i 
K-l 
V,(k, R) = cp c Lo/(X,, 7, , u) . 
+=O I 
We set xi Pii(., a) = Qi(*, a), @a) = Jr- sQ,(ds, a), a E di, and Pji(a) = 
Pij(% 4. 
The following will be assumed throughout this section. 
(a) mi(u) < co for each i E Y, a E SZZ~; 
(3.1) 
(b) sr-L’(i, s, a) Qi(ds, u) = L,(u) exists 5nite for each i E Y, u E ~9’~. 
Unfortunately, we are not able to treat the problem of minimizing (2.6) 
over all of C, but rather only over 
co = {R E c : y-2 T,(k, R) = +m, i E Y). 
This restriction, however, is reasonable, since it requires that for each R 
the expected duration of an infinite number of jumps is infinite. Of course 
ifL’(i,O,u)~~>Oforalli~Y,uE:~~,thenforR~C-CC,, 
liy+:up V,(K, R)/T,(k, R) = +a. 
We define Co’ = Co n c’, C; = Co n C”. A sufficient condition for 
C,” = C” (but not sufficient for Co = C) is that each state be conservative with 
respect to the Markov renewal process generated by A(t, R) for any R E C”. 
This is equivalent to assuming that Pr(infinite number of jumps in finite 
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time} = 0. Also it can be shown that if lim sup,,, supi supapd &(t, a) < 1, 
then C,, = C. Particularly, this holds if Y is finite and &‘< is fiiite for each i, 
provided Qi(O, a) < 1 for each i, a. 
We now have 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (3.la, b) and assume C’i = C”. If there exists a 
bounded set of numbers {g, vi} and elements ai* in -pei such that 
vi = L,(a,*) - m,(ai*)g + C &(ai*) Vj 
j 
(3.2) 
< L,(a) - m,(a>g + 1 KM vj 
fm all a in &i , then with R* = {ai*} 
(3.3) 
inf liy+yp Vi(k, R)/Ti(k, R) 
RcCO 
= liy+:up V,(k, R*)/Ti(k, R*) 
=g 
for all i in Y. 
Proof. Consider W,(k, R) = 6iR{~~~~ [L’(X, , 7, , d,) - gT,J}. Then 
if M(i, a) = L%(a) - gm,(a). Al SO, of course, W,(k, R) = ?‘i(k, R) - gTi(k, R). 
Now if we set f  (i) = vi , then as in Ref. [3], 
bR fl [ f  (X7&) - 8”{f (-%a) I LIH 
! i 
= 0 
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with equality at R = R* by (3.2). If follows that 
with equality at R = R*. As (vi} is bounded and Ti(k, R) + CO then 
$2 Wdk, R*)P@, R*) = $n-$Vi(k, R*)/T+(k, R*)] _ g = o 
and 
lir@f JJ’i(k, R)/Td(k, R) = liF+inf[V,(k, R)/Ti(k, R)] -g >, 0. 
The theorem is established. 
The criterion (2.6) seems to be the natural one for the above theorem, 
but criterion (2.7) is also of interest. It is tractable in the case R E C” and we 
shall investigate it in the next section. Similar work with Y finite has been 
carried out in Ref. [5]; however, the proofs seem to lack some rigour. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE COST 
With R in C” the associated process is in fact a Markov renewal process and 
we can obtain an explicit form for the average cost criterion 
lim SUP t-lF'i(t, R). 
t+m (4.1) 
We also assume that the process is conservative and that 
L’(i, ., R) is a continuous nondecreasing function for t > 0 (4.2a) 
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such that 
(i) L’(i, 0, R) = 0, 
(ii) For each R E C”, to < co, supiL’(i, t, , R) = cl(t,, , R) < a; 
0 < L”(i,j, R) < c,(R) if R E C”. (4.2b) 
We have assumed that L’, L” depend on all of R. We remark that the results 
could be extended to the case where L’(i, ., R) is any continuous function 
with variation bounded uniformly in i on bounded t intervals and where 
I L”(6.L R)l < c,(R). 
Let &(t, R) = xi Aij(t, R) = Qi(t, ai) and 
L(i, t, R) = It (1 - &(s, R)) L’(i, ds, R) + c /&(t, R) L”(i, K, R). (4.3) 
0 k 
If A,, * Vj(t, R) = fi- Aij(ds, R) Vj(t - s, R), then we have 
LEMMA 4.1. Vi(t, R) = L(i, t, R) + Cj A,, * Vj(t, R). 
Proof. Let t, = t A Tl . Then 
N(t) N(t)-1 
vi(t, R) = &ii" C L'[X,, (Tn+l At)- T,,Rl + c L”(&,X+,,R) 
?8=0 7l=O I 
1 1 
N(t) 
= cFiR cYiR [L’(i, t, , R) + c L/(X, , (Tn+l A t) - T, , R) 
n=1 
N(h) N(t)-1 
+ C L”(i, X, , R) + 1 L”(X, , A+, , 41 I 4 , TI 
T3=1 n=N(t,) 
= L’(i, t, R)[l - &(t, R)] + jlL’(i, s, R) &(ds, R) 
+ C jt &(ds, R)L”(i,j, R) + &“RWX,(t - tl , R)) 
j O- 
= L(i, t, R) + c 1” Aij(ds, R) Vj(t - s, R). 
j O- 
LEMMA 4.2. 
C;==, Q(t, R). 
Vi(t, R) = Cj & Uij(ds, R) L(j, t - s, R) where Uij(t, R) = 
Proc$. & ={Y=(Yo,Y1,...):Yi~(-~,~),s~PiIYiI =IIYllm < 6, 
.M={x:(-a3,a3)+tb,:x(t)=0 if t<O, llx(t)/lm<M(to)<co if 
t < to < co, xi(t) is Bore1 measurable}. But (4.2b) implies that 
C &(t, R)L”(i, k R) < 4,R), 
k 
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and by (4.2a), 
s 
t (1 - &(s, R))L’(i, ds, R) < c&, , R) 
0 
for t < to . Hence L E k’ for each R and the result follows from Corollary 
3.15 of Ref. [7]. 
Let L,(R) = lz-L’( i, s, R) &(ds, R) + Ck &(a, R) L”(i, k, R) (agrees 
with definition in (3.lb)). As L’ > 0 the integral always exists, though it may 
be infinite. In fact, Li(R) = L(i, oc), R), as is readily seen (cf. Ref. l-8, p. 1481). 
Let mi(R) denote the inverse of the mean recurrence time of i if i is recurrent, 
and let ri(R) = 0 if i is transient. Also let Fij(t) be the distribution of the 
first passage time from i to j (without indicating the dependence on R expli- 
citly). 
THEOREM 4.1. IjLi(R) < co for each i, then 
lizrrf t-lVi(t, R) 3 cFii(co) T~(R)L,(R). (4.4) 
i 
Prooj. 
t-l 
I 
t 
Uij(ds, R) L(j, t - s, R) 
0- 
= t-1 .? j- 
0- 
Uti(ds, R) St-” [l - &(T, R)] L’(j, d7, R) 
0 
+ t-l It Uii(ds, R) c Ajk(t - s), R) L”(j, k, R) 
0- k 
= t-l 
s 
t Uij(t - s, R)[l - Bi(s, R)] L’(j, ds, R) 
0 
+ C t-l I” Uij(t - s, R) 4,(& 4 L”(j, 4 R) 
k 0- 
by the monotone convergence theorem and Fubini’s theorem. 
Ifj is transient then Uij(oo, R) < co and it follows that 
t-l 
s 
t Uii(t - s, R)[l - B,(s, R)] L’(j, ds, R) ~ 0 as t--tax 
0 
Ifj is recurrent then t-lUii(t, R) -+ Fij(co) T,(R) (see Ref. [7, Corollary 6.21). 
The dominated convergence theorem now implies that 
Uij(t - s, R)[l - &(s, R)] L’(j, ds, R) 
= Fij(co) w,(R) lrn [I - &(s, R)] L’(j, ds, R) < co. 
0 
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Similarly, 
li*ic t-1 j” iJij(t - $7 R) -&(& R) L”(j, 4 R) 
k 0 
= ; ','z t-l J' Ug(t - s, R) A&S, R)L"(j, h, R) 
+ 
0 
if we apply the dominated convergence theorem twice. Hence 
I 
t 
$l t-1 U&s, R)L(j, t - s, R) 
0 
= F{j( 00) q(R) L,(R). 
Fatou’s lemma and Lemma 4.2 now yield the result. 
COROLLARY. IfLj(R) < 00 and Y is finite, then 
li+i t-lVf(t, R) = C Fij(CO) 7Tj(R) L,(R). (4.5) 
jSY 
We shall now restrict ourself to recurrent processes, as this is the only 
result we shall require later. In this case the process decomposes into disjoint 
irreducible closed sets [7], each of which may be treated separately. Hence 
we assume our process is irreducible recurrent. Let us set A;,(R) = &co, R), 
and let a! be the unique solution of aA’ = 01 such that ai > 0 for i E Y, 
% = 1. Now define the a-dual process (see Ref. [7]) and let Gij(t) be the 
distribution of the first passage time from i to j in the dual process. Then 
Uij(t, R) = (q/q) Gji * Uii(t, R) for J’ # i. 
We have 
THEOREM 4.2. If Cj ajL,(R) < 00, then. 
i’+f t-‘Vt(t, R) = 1 ?r,(R)L,(R). 
j 
Proof. 
VJt, R) = C Uij *L(j, t, R) 
j 
(4.6) 
= j;i (d%> Gc * UG *L(j, t, R) + Uii * L(i, t, R) 
< ai1 Uii * c c+L(j, t, R). 
i 
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As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we conclude that 
since ni(R) = air,-,(R) (see Ref. [7, Theorem 6.121). Now Theorem 4.1 
yields the result, as Fij( CO) = 1 for i, j E Y, Y irreducible. 
If we have more than one irreducible class the right side of (4.6) becomes 
xi Fii( co) r,(R) L,(R). Th e result could be extended to processes with 
transient states if a further hypothesis were added. 
Let us say that the statej is positive recurrent if it is positive recurrent with 
respect to the underlying Markov chain (i.e., A’(R)) and if rr,(.R) > 0. Then 
we have the 
COROLLARY. If the process is irreducible positive recurrent and ifL,(R) < CO 
forje Y, then 
9-2 t-lVi(t, R) = c rj(R) L,(R). 
i (4.7) 
Proof. If Cj rj(R) L,(R) = $-co, then lim inf,,, t-lVi(t, R) = +CO 
(Theorem 4.1), so (4.7) holds. If Cj TV L,(R) < co, then xi cqLi(R) < CO 
as rj(R) = cqr,,(R) and no(R) > 0. The result follows from Theorem 4.2. 
It is now possible to give a sufficient condition for the existence of an 
optimal policy under the cost criterion (4.1). We assume that for each R E C” 
the resultant process has only positive recurrent states (though it may have 
many irreducible classes). 
THEOREM 4.3, If L,(R) < 03 (e.g., L’(i, t, R) < h(i, R)t) for each i E Y, 
R E C”, and if there is a policy R* = {a,*} E C”, a vector v E 8, , and a finite 
scalar g such that 
vi = c A;,(R*) vi + L,(R*) - gq(R*) 
j 
(4.8) 
< C A&(R) Vi + L,(R) - gmi(R) 
i 
for all i E Y, R E C”, then 
g = F+? t-‘Vi(t, R*) 
< $2 t-lVi(t, R), iE:Y,REC”. 
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Proof. By the previous corollary 
But for each R, i is in some irreducible class, say Si , so that Fi,(co) = 1 
if j E Si , Fij(cc) = 0 if j 4 Si , and xj(R) = a&J&, cu,m,(R)). Hence 
Cj Fij( a) nj(R) mj(R) = 1. Similarly, CjFij( 00) rj(R)[& - A;,(R)] = 0 for 
each k. It follows that 
liir~~ t-‘Vi(f, R*) = OF&) q.(R*)&(R*) 
i 
(4.9) 
= g. 
On the other hand, for any R E C”, 
0 = ~E;k4 T(R) j; Pi, - 4,(R*)I v,c + PM*) - W*)t 
and the theorem is established. 
Observe that (4.9) implies that the constant g depends on i. Hence it is 
not reasonable to expect such a g to exist unless there is only one recurrent 
class under R* (so that Fij(co) = 1 for all i, j). Finally, observe that if 
mi(R) > 0 for all i, R, then a more usual form of (4.8) might be 
gl = $i& M(R)-‘[(A’(R) - I) v + L(R)], 
where the inf is attained at R*, and M(R);’ = Sij/mi(R). 1 denotes the vector 
with 1 for every component. 
5. APPROXIMATION IN POLICY SPACE 
In this section we shall explore an iterative method for obtaining a solution 
to Eqs. 3.2 or 4.8. We assume that for each R in c”, the resultant process is 
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irreducible, positive recurrent. Our task is to find g finite, a in 8, , and {a,*} 
in C” such that 
gl = M(R*)-r{[A’(R*) - I]v + L(R*)} 
(5.1) 
d M(R)-qA’(q - Ilv + -w) 
for any R in C”, where&(R) = &(aJ 2 0 if R = {ai}. 
The following assumptions are also required, so we collect them here: 
(A,) For each i E Y, a E ~2~ , Qi(O, a) < 1. 
(As) For each i E Y, E > 0, there is a J < co such that for any a E JZ$ , 
c;,P;j(a) < E. 
(As) For ,each i E Y, inf{n,(R) m,(R) : R E C”} > 0. 
(A4) For any R in C” there exists a finite g and v E 8, such that 
v  = A’(R)v + L(R) - gm(R). (5.2) 
(As) For each R E C” there is a solution of (5.2), denoted by vR, such 
that supR (1 vR Ijrn = c,, < CO. 
(AB) For any v E L’, , i E Y, there is an a* E &i such that 
[mi(a*)]-l [c P&(a*) vj - vi + &(a’)] 
s m,l)]-1 [c Plj(U) vj - vi +L,(a)], 
(5.3) 
UE&&. 
j 
Remark 5.1. Assumption A, implies that mi(a) > 0 for any i, a E slZi, 
as Qi is right continuous, so that As makes sense in this case. 
Remark 5.2. Two cases for which As holds are (i) Y is finite, or (ii) JI?~ is 
compact in some topology pi and for each ;, j, I’&( .) is a continuous map of S& 
(with topology .G&) into [0, 11; f or example, pi is finite and yi is the discrete 
topology. 
Remark 5.3. The following three conditions imply A,: 
(i) For each i E ~2~ , lim SUPS,, supa Qi(t, a) < 1. 
(ii) sup{mj(a) :j E Y, a E Slj} = c, < Co. 
(iii) For each j E Y, inf, supn inf, (A’):(R) = aj > 0. 
We note that (i) implies inf{m,(a) : a E tit,) = r)i > 0, and that (ii) implies 
C, mj(R) &(R) < cs if xi &j(R) = 1 and Ei > 0. Finally, if G(R) = 
Z(R) A’(R), G(R) > 0, xi G:,(R) = 1, then (iii) implies c,(R) > Sj [9, p. 197, 
case b]. Hence rri(R) m*(R) = mi(R) &(R)/& mj(R) al,(R)) 2 q&/c3 > 0 [7]. 
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Remark 5.4. Following Derman and Veinott [lo], we can give sufficient 
conditions for A, to hold. Their method applied to our problem shows 
that if for any R E C”, supjLj(R)/mj(R) < co and supi m,(R) < 00 for some 
state t, where m,/(R) is the mean first passage time from j to G under R, then 
a solution to (5.2) exists, unique (up to a constant) in the class of e, elements. 
Remark 5.5. If sup{lj(a)/mj(u) : j E Y, a E dj} < co and if sup{n~(R) : 
j E Y, R E C”> < co for some state 8, A, holds. This result again follows from 
an adaptation of Ref. [lo]. 
Next we generalize a theorem from Ref. [2]. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume A,, A.,, A,, assume that z?~ is sequentially compact 
in some topology yi , i E Y, and assume Pjj : ~2’~ ---, [0, I], mi : S& --+ [0, co), 
and Li : .x?‘~ -+ [0, co) are continuous for all i E Y; then there is a policy R* = 
{ai*} E C” which is optimal (in the seme of Section 3) over C, . 
Proof. Let gR, viR denote the solution of 
,m,(a,)gR + viR = C Pij(a,) vjR + Li(a,) 
i 
for i E Y, ai E &, , given by A,. Let g* = inf,,,” gR and let {R”) be an 
approximating sequence. We set v Rn = vn. As the vin are uniformly bounded, 
there exists a subsequence, again v”, such that limn+m vin = vi* for j E Y. 
As J& is sequentially compact we may take a further subsequence (depending 
on i) such that ain + ai *. As mi , Pii , Li are continuous functions and we have 
assumed A, and A,, then 
g*mi(ai*) + vi* = 
= 
Suppose there is uko E ~2~ such that 
hm[gnmi(ain) + Vin] 
1% 
[ 
C P&(a,“) vujn + Li(ai”) 
f I 
C Pij(ai*) Vj* + L,(ai*). 
i 
ok* > 2 Pij(alco) vi* + L,(a,O) - g*m,(a,O). 
Let w,(R) = Cj Pili(ai) vj* - vi* + Li(ai) and let R’ = (a,‘}, where a,’ = 
ai* if i # k, akf = aL 0 Let l i = g*m,(R’) - wa(R’), so that Ed > 0, ei = 0 .
if i # k. By assumption, ri(R’) > 0, SO 0 < Ci ni(R’) 65 = g* - gR’, 
contradicting g* = inf g. 
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As the process is positive recurrent, CG = C, , and the result follows from 
Theorem 3.1. 
We can now proceed with a policy approximation scheme. Choose Ro in C” 
and solve (5.5) forg*, o@, Rn recursively, 
V* = A’(R”) vn + L(Rn) - pm(R*), 
V-5) 
R n+1 = (a~+l)Qy , 
where ar+l = ai* as given by (5.3) with v = vn. If A, and A, hold, then 
g”, v”, Rn are well-defined. Let 
win = [m,(aF+l)]-* C P&.(a,“fl) et,” - win + Li(aT”) 
5 I 
and let l in = gn - wIti 3 0. It follows that 
0 < C nj(RR’l) mi(R”+l) <in = gn - gn+‘* 
i 
Hence gn converges to a limit g* as n + 00. 
THEOREM 5.2. Under A& there exist R* E C”, g* finite, and v* E e, 
such that g*, v*, R* satisfy (5.1) provided inft,, L$(a) > 0. In fact, for any 
policy approximation (as defmed above) 
limg” =g* 
12-im 
= T q(R*) L<(R*). 
Proof. With the previous notation, zd rri(Rs+l)mi(Rn+l)cin = gn - gn+l -P 0. 
Now As implies lim, <fn = 0 and so g* = limn+ar wtn for any i in Y. 
By As the vdn are bounded, so there exists a subsequence, again called v*, 
and VIES,, such that lim, vin = vi* for each i. We set 
w.* = i:f [mi(a)]-’ t 
I I 
C P&(a) q* - Vi* + Li(U) . 
I II 
A short calculation shows lim,,, win < wi*. 
Conversely, for each i, given E > 0, it is possible to choose / 3 i and n, 
such that CE,, Plj(u) < (4c&%, and for n > n, ,j < J, ) vjm - vj* ] < c/4 
for any a. It follows that 1 Cj (Pij(u) - S,J(vj* - vjn)\ < 6 for n > n, . 
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Now 
win + e/m&z;“) = [m&z;“)]-’ 
F 
1 P;j(u:“) vin - qn + L&z;+l) + E 
j I 
> [m&;+l)]-’ 
I 
c P;j(a;+l) vj* - vi* + L&y+l) 
j I 
3 wi* . 
But A, and the condition infiaaL,(u) > 0 imply that 
It follows that 
lin&nf [mi(a~“)]” < co. 
lim win + EK 3 wi*, R 
where k is a constant, 0 < k < co, and sag* = wi*. Now the result follows 
by % 
We say that a policy P is E-optimal if 
THEOREM 5.3. Assume A,, As-As. Then for every E > 0 a sequence 
{Rn} C C” can be constructed such that Rn is +optimal for all n su&Gttly large. 
Proof. With P arbitrary, define gn, on, Rn as follows: 
vn = A’(R”) vn + L(R”) - gnm(Rn), 
w” = J%Z(R’@)-~[A’(R=+~) vn - vn + L(R”+‘)] 
< igf{M(R)-l[A’(R) vn - v” + L(R)]} + ~2-“1. 
Then 
and 
q = g” - wp > --a” 
T ri(Rn+l) mi(Rn+l) Q = gn - gn+l >, --+2-n. 
A Cauchy sequence argument similar to one we have employed elsewhere 
[l 1, p. 591 shows that lim, g” = g* exists. As in the previous theorem we now 
have g* = lim, wp”. 
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Choose Ii, such that Ci rri(Ro) L&J < inf, xi vi(R)&(R) + E/S and J 
such that max{~~+, z-#?,,) m,(&,), CT+, v~(&,)} < l /4K, where K is a bound 
on]g”I,Ivi”/.ChooseNsothatifn>Nthenjg”--winI <r/4ifi<], 
hence 
g” = go 7+,) %(%)p + f %(Ro) %Po)P id-+1 
< i 7+(l) m&J win + aI4 + E/4 
d=O 
< f Tr’i(Ro)L,(Ro) + s--n + 36/4 
i=O 
provided N > 2. The theorem is established. 
6. AN APPLICATION 
The theory developed in this paper would seem to apply readily to the 
problem of controlling queues, as such processes are of the Markov renewal 
type [7]. To show how to modify a problem so that the various hypotheses 
apply, we shall consider a different problem, specifically a surveillance 
problem as introduced by Russell [6]. We shall derive the same results he 
did; however, under much weaker assumptions. 
Consider a one-dimensional Poisson production process x(t) with parameter 
1, beginning at t = 0 in state 0. While production is continuing in state i 
a cost is incurred at a ratef(i) 3 0. Inspection can be carried out at any time 
at a cost K, > 0, and after any inspection production may be halted for T 
units of time while repairs are performed at a cost rate K > 0. After repair, 
production is restarted in state 0 with no observation necessary (another 
repair may be carried out immediately). Let To = 0, Ti , T, ,... be the suc- 
cessive times at which the process is inspected or restarted, and let X, = 
x(T,). At each time T, the following action is taken. Either production is 
halted and repairs are performed, or a time s E [0, co) is fixed as the time to 
the next inspection. The symbol s is reserved for this purpose from now on. 
Hence we have Y = (0, 1, 2 ,... }, ZZ!~ = {r} u [0, co), Pio(t, r) = H(t - T), 
Pij(t, r) = 0 if j # 0, Pij(t, s) = H(t - S) e+~(j-~)/(j - i)! if j > i, 
Pij(t, s) = 0 if j < i. Here H(t) = 0 if t < 0, H(t) = 1 if t > 0. Observe 
that m,(r) = 7, mJs> = S. 
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The problem is to decide at each inspection whether to repair, and if not, 
how long to wait till next inspection, so as to minimize a long run average cost. 
If I(t, i) denotes the expected cost of production starting in state i continuing 
for a time t, then 
I(t, i) = e-t 2 [tk+‘/(k + I)!] f f(i +j) 
k=O j=o 
= te-t f  [tk/k!] f  [f(i +j)/(k + l)]. 
k=O j=O 
We assume that 
lirnriff(i) > K. (6.1) 
Also assume that perpetual repair is not optimal, i.e., for some policy the 
average cost is less than K. 
We shall now modify the process so that further hypotheses apply. By (6.1) 
we know that there is E > 0, i, E Y, such that for i > i. , f(i) > K + E. 
Then t-ll(t, i) > KCzzfii+i (P/n!)e-” for some ni , where 4+i < ni, 
n, = 0 if i > i. . It follows that t-l.f(t, i) > K for any in Y if t > to, 
where to is chosen so that e-to~~=o ton/n! is sufficiently small. Hence it is 
cheaper to repair than to keep producing if the elapsed time since last repair 
is greater than to . Thus we may restrict s to [0, to] and still obtain the same 
optimal solution if it exists. Similarly for i > i,,f(i) > K, so that t-l.Z(t, i)> K 
and consequently, an equivalent problem is to consider the action space 
do = [0, to], di = (Y} u [0, to] if 0 < i < io, ~2~ = {r} if i > io. Hence 
for any R = {ai}, ai E JzZ’~, ai # 0, the process is irreducible positive recurrent. 
Let us set JzZ~’ = di, i > io, JzZ,’ = {r} u (0, to], 0 < i < io, and do’ = 
(07 tol. 
We definel’(i, t, s) = I(t, i) if i < i. ,L’(i, t, s) = 0 if i > i. ,L’(i, t, r) = 0, 
L”(i, j, s) = K. if j 2 i, L”(i, j, s) = 0 if j < i, L”(i, 0, r) = K7, L”(i, j, r) = 
0 if j > 0. As I(t, i) = c$&~[x(s)] ds 1 x(0) = i> it follows that for each 
i E Y, a E di, L’(i, ., u) is a continuous nondecreasing function with 
L’(i, 0, a) = 0, L’(i, t, a) < maxoGiGi, I(t, i) = cl(t). Moreover, L”(i, j, a) < 
max{K,, KT} = cs, so that (4.2) is satisfied. Also L,(a) < cl(to) + c2 . 
We observe that A, holds with J(C) = v + i, where CT=‘=, t “/k! < E. 
One would now like to apply Theorem 5.1, but unfortunately the hypotheses 
do not hold. However, for any R = {a,}, ai E .&‘, mjo(aj) < Wi, + to + 7, 
where W, is the mean waiting time till the n-th event in our Poisson process 
(W, = n). Also,Lj(uj)/m~(aj) < [c,(t,) -+ cJ[min(T, r>]-‘, where y = min{si : 
0 < i < io}, so that A, holds. Here si = ai if U, f r and si = 1 if ai = Y. 
Now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 to obtain R” = (a,“), 
g” + g* < 00. But gn > SZ~~O(K~, Tm/rn,“, , where %i$ is the mean first 
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passage (recurrence if i = 0) time from i to 0 in the underlying Markov 
chain. As 7ii,n, = 1 + Cj>o P&(a,“) fiz , then gn > min{K,, , rK}/m& . Since 
m& = aon + Lo Gj(aon mjn,(ajn) and since min,(ajn) < i,, + t,, + 7, then 
gn + +m if aon -+ 0. Hence inf, aon > 0 and inf, P&(a,“) > 0. Now i7ij”o = 
1 + Pij(ajn) @$, + xi,j Pii(ajn) mz , j > 0, so that for aj # r, iirij”o 3 
(1 - eeaj”)-l -+ co if ajn --f 0. It follows that +i$, 3 P&(a,“) irij,, -+ + co or 
gn + + co if ajn + 0 for any j. This contradiction implies that there exist 
numbers qi > 0 such that ain 3 Q , so that the vin are uniformly bounded 
(Remark 5.5). The remainder of the proof follows readily. The control is, 
of course, optimal over all of C. 
Now let G?: = [f, t,], J&’ = {r} u [f, to] if 0 < i < i,, , ~2: = (r} if 
i > i, ) where t = minoGiGi, Q . For this action space A,-A, hold and the 
approximation in policy space scheme converges to R* by Theorem 5.2. 
Note added in proof. For another discussion of the present problem, published 
after this article was written, see S. M. Ross, Applied probability models with optimiza- 
tion applications, Holden Day, San Francisco, 1970. 
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